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General State Archives of Greece (aka GAK) 

The collections of the GAK are vast and cover the entire country. All the collections are unique 

and many of them are of great genealogical value. In 2008, a website was created to host 

digitized collections: http://arxeiomnimon.gak.gr/ This website is internationally accessible 

for free. However, most of its collections are not name-indexed, making it difficult to search 

for specific people.  

Among the most useful collections available on the GAK website are three collections which 

contain voter lists: 

Vlachogiannis Collection (1860s-1920s): 

http://arxeiomnimon.gak.gr/browse/resource.html?tab=01&id=13808 

Hellenic Parliament Collection (1860s-1890s): 

http://arxeiomnimon.gak.gr/browse/resource.html?tab=01&id=13721 

Ladas Collection (1840s-1850s): 

http://arxeiomnimon.gak.gr/browse/resource.html?tab=01&id=13477 

Apart from these generic collections that come from the GAK’s central office, each regional 

GAK office has its own collections. Some of them are digitized and available online. Be sure to 

explore the webpage of the regional office which is of interest to you. You can find it on the 

left of the GAK website. 
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MyHeritage.com 

Growing interest in Greek genealogy created a need for big, name-indexed collections that 

people worldwide could access and easily use. In 2017, MyHeritage.com made the decision to 

launch Greek projects. In 2020, the first records were released. These records are available by 

membership. There are three Greek collections currently available on MyHeritage: 

Voter Lists: https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10841/greece-electoral-rolls-

male-registers-1856-1950 

Vital records of Corfu (1841-1932): https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-

10842/greece-corfu-vital-records-1841-1932 

Marriage records of Sparta (1835-1935): https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-

10843/greece-sparta-marriages-1835-1935 
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GreekAncestry.net 

Greek Ancestry (https://greekancestry.net/) was founded in 2020 by Gregory Kontos as a 

unique environment for Greek family history research. Its goal is twofold: to preserve records 

and make them available through digitization and indexing projects; and to focus on 

educational initiatives, such as the annual International Greek Ancestry Conference, the Greek 

Genealogy Guide, webinars, articles etc. The database is updated on a monthly basis and is 

expected to host over 2M records by the end of 2022. You can search by surname or place, 

and filter by prefecture or type of record. The website is open to everyone and searches are 

free. Fees apply only if you wish to order a specific record. The search engine will be upgraded 

in 2022 with additional filters and fields.  

 Search through Greek Ancestry’s collections here: https://greekancestry.net/search/ 
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